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Semiconductor nanowires (NW) possess several beneficial properties for efficient conversion of solar
energy into electricity and chemical energy. Due to their efficient absorption of light, short dis-
tances for minority carriers to travel, high surface-to-volume ratios, and the availability of scalable
synthesis methods, they provide a pathway to address the low cost-to-power requirements for wide-
scale adaptation of solar energy conversion technologies. Here we highlight recent progress in our
group towards implementation of NW components as photovoltaic and photoelectrochemical energy
conversion devices. An emphasis is placed on the unique properties of these one-dimensional (1D)
structures, which enable the use of abundant, low-cost materials and improved energy conversion
efficiency compared to bulk devices.
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1 Introduction

The dramatic increase in energy supply requirements fac-
ing humanity in the 21st century, combined with the neg-
ative environmental impacts of fossil fuel combustion,

have led to an urgent need for the large-scale deploy-
ment of renewable energy and energy efficiency technolo-
gies. Among the renewable sources of energy available on
earth, the solar flux represents by far the largest source,
with an average incident energy flux which is on the order
of 104 times larger than the total global power consump-
tion. However, implementation of solar energy technolo-
gies has been limited by high costs and resource intermit-
tency issues. Accordingly, there has been an explosion
in research on conversion and storage of solar energy,
with an emphasis on increasing efficiency and decreasing
manufacturing costs.

In order to efficiently convert solar energy to electric-
ity or stored energy in chemical bonds, the solar resource
must be effectively absorbed, and this absorbed energy
must be extracted before losses due to heat dissipation
occur. Fundamentally, this requires three processes to
occur: absorption of a large portion of the electromag-
netic radiation from the sun to generate excited charge
carriers, diffusion of charge carriers to an interface, and
separation of these excited charge carriers before recom-
bination losses occur. Additionally, we must search for
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materials and device architectures which can facilitate
these processes without the need for expensive manufac-
turing techniques such as high vacuum or temperature
levels, or the use of precious, non-earth-abundant ma-
terials. These systems must be scalable to the terawatt
(TW) levels required for large-scale deployment of re-
newable energy on a global scale.

To address these challenges, nanostructured architec-
tures have been explored due to a variety of advantages
they possess compared to “bulk” materials. For exam-
ple, the characteristic length scales of solar energy con-
version, such as the wavelength of light and the diffu-
sion length of excited carriers in a semiconductor, are
typically on the nanometer to micrometer length scale.
This allows for novel phenomena such as optical and elec-
trical confinement, stabilization of metastable material
phases, and geometric advantages such as high surface-
to-volume ratios, all of which can dramatically affect
the physics and chemistry of devices with components
at these length scales. Furthermore, there have been sig-
nificant advances in fabrication techniques for nanomate-
rials in the past several decades, improving the ability to
reproducibly fabricate high-quality devices using robust
and high-throughput manufacturing methods.

Among the various categories of nanomaterials, semi-
conductor nanowires (NWs) are of particular interest in
solar energy conversion devices due to a combination of
several favorable properties [1, 2]. NWs can benefit the
absorption, diffusion, and charge separation steps of so-
lar energy devices due to the unique properties of one-
dimensional (1D) materials at these length scales. For ex-
ample, by fabricating vertical NW arrays the absorption
length (LA) required to fully utilize the solar spectrum
can be decoupled from the carrier extraction length (LD),
which should be minimized to reduce recombination [3],
as shown in Fig. 1. Additionally, NW templates suppress
reflection and enhance light scattering and trapping [4–
8]. This permits the use of significantly less material than
a planar architecture, and reduces the purity and mor-
phological requirements of the absorber layer due to a
decreased carrier extraction length. As a result, NW de-
vices have the potential to lower the cost of solar devices
both by decreasing the energy input required for mate-
rial purification, and by enabling new material systems
based on abundant, low-cost elements which are not gen-
erally effective in planar geometries due to incompatible
absorption and diffusion length scales.

In this article, we will highlight recent advances by our
group in the application of semiconductor NWs to pho-
tovoltaic (PV) and photoelectrochemical (PEC) energy
conversion. This is not intended to be a comprehensive
review of the field, but rather a set of examples which
demonstrate the unique properties of these 1D materials.

LD

L A

Fig. 1 Vertical NW photovoltaic device, with a radial p-n junc-
tion. This allows for the photon absorption length (LA, associated
with the NW length) to be decoupled from the carrier diffusion
length (LD associated with the NW radius), as well as efficient
light scattering and trapping. This enables the use of abundant,
low-cost materials with reduced purity requirements and lower raw
material usage compared to bulk devices.

Our approach involves a combination of investigating
single-NW devices to gain a fundamental understanding
of the energy conversion and transport properties at the
nanoscale with the development of larger-scale NW array
devices for macroscopic energy conversion. An emphasis
will be placed on the unique characteristics and benefits
of using NWs for solar energy conversion, as well as the
associated challenges and directions for future research.

2 Nanowire photovoltaics

PV cells convert light energy directly into electricity
through excitation of electron-hole pairs in a semicon-
ductor material, which are subsequently separated to ex-
ternal electrodes, providing a voltage and photocurrent
available for producing useful work. The current PV mar-
ket is dominated by crystalline Si cells, which are able
to achieve efficiencies of around 25% [9], but are expen-
sive to manufacture due to the high material costs. In
order to decrease the material cost, the use of cheaper
materials such as polycrystalline thin films or organic
semiconductors is possible. Additionally, managing light
in such a way that the solar resource is concentrated to
a smaller area or trapped inside the absorber layer of the
cell can decrease the amount of material required to fully
absorb the light. To further reduce the cost requires new
manufacturing techniques and architectures capable of
minimizing loss mechanisms such as recombination, re-
flection and parasitic resistances, while using low-cost
fabrication techniques and material systems. Due to the
aforementioned advantages of NWs, our group has been
exploring their implementation into vertical-array and
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single-NW PV devices.

2.1 ZnO nanowire array PVs

Our initial efforts on NW PV array devices were based
on ZnO NW arrays given their favorable optical, elec-
tronic, and geometric properties. This was facilitated by
the development of low-temperature, solution-based pro-
cessing of high quality single-crystalline ZnO NW arrays
[10, 11]. These arrays exhibit favorable properties for PV
energy conversion when combined with materials that
suffer from poor diffusion lengths such as polymers or
defective semiconductors. The solution-based processing
allows for a scalable, low-cost fabrication on a variety of
substrates, which could help drive down the costs of PV
manufacturing.

To demonstrate the ability to fabricate functional PV
devices using these ZnO NW arrays, a modified version
of the dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) was developed,
in which the mesoporous nanoparticle film used for dye
loading was replaced with a vertical ZnO NW array, as
shown in Fig. 2(a) [12]. This architecture presents sev-
eral advantages compared to a nanoparticle film. While
the transport of charge carriers in the nanoparticle films
is dominated by trap-limited diffusion [13], the use of
vertical single-crystalline NWs provides a direct path-
way for charge extraction, leading to faster charge col-
lection in the NW cell. Furthermore, the NW geome-
try allows for the formation of a full depletion layer at
the semiconductor-electrolyte interface, leading to the
formation of a radial electric field which assists charge
separation. The complimentary electric fields in the ra-
dial and vertical directions assist charge separation and
extraction respectively, and allow for improved charge
transport compared to nanoparticle films. In addition,
an increase in the charge injection rate was measured
in the NW electrodes, due to a homogeneous crystallo-
graphic orientation along the NW surface.

The overall efficiency of the initial NW DSSCs was
limited to 1.5%, primarily due to the lower surface area
of the NW array compared to the nanoparticle film,
which limits light absorption. In Fig. 2(b), a compari-
son of Jsc vs. roughness factor is shown between the ZnO
NW electrodes, and nanoparticle films of TiO2 and ZnO.
The ZnO NW electrode shows similar behavior in the
TiO2 nanoparticle film despite being ∼10× longer in the
thickness direction, and better performance than both
of the ZnO nanoparticle films. This is direct evidence of
an improved charge collection due to the NW geometry.
A subsequent study demonstrated that the efficiency of
the ZnO NW DSSCs could be further improved by coat-
ing the NW surface with a thin TiO2 layer deposited by
atomic layer deposition (ALD), which led to an increase

in the Voc and fill factor due to a decrease in recom-
bination at the semiconductor/electrolyte interface [14].
Further improvements in the efficiency would be possible
by increasing the NW surface area.

Fig. 2 (a) Schematic representation of a NW DSSC. (b) Com-
parison of Jsc vs. roughness factor between NW and nanoparticle
electrodes. The ZnO NW electrode exhibits superior performance
to ZnO nanoparticle electrodes, and exhibits similar performance
to the TiO2 electrode for roughness factors up to 200. Reproduced
from Ref. [12], Copyright c© 2005 Nature Publishing Group.

Beyond DSSCs, ZnO NW arrays have been explored
for other material systems with short minority carrier
diffusion lengths in the absorbing layer. For example,
inorganic-organic hybrid NWs have been studied as a re-
placement for bulk heterojunction cells, due to improved
charge transport in the inorganic electrode with a di-
rect current path, similar to the DSSC. It was shown
that an ALD TiO2 coating on hydrothermal ZnO NW
arrays leads to an improvement in performance in ZnO-
P3HT cells, due to an improvement in fill factor and
Voc [15]. This phenomenon was also demonstrated in all-
oxide NW PV devices, consisting of ZnO NWs in contact
with a p-type Cu2O phase [16]. While the overall effi-
ciencies of these devices remains below 1%, these stud-
ies demonstrated the importance of several critical fac-
tors, including the ability to form a high-quality interface
with low recombination rates to achieve improved perfor-
mance in NW PV devices, while minimizing undesirable
losses due to shunting. If improved interfacial proper-
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ties can be achieved, these architectures provide an ideal
platform to extract charge carriers from low-cost mate-
rials which suffer from short minority carrier diffusion
lengths.

2.2 Silicon nanowire array PVs

Due to the large elemental abundance and the vast
amount of research and development of Si processing
technology, it is likely that Si will maintain a signifi-
cant portion of the PV market share in the near future.
Planar single-crystalline Si cells are a mature technology,
with only marginal room for improvements in efficiency.
Therefore, reducing the $/watt module cost will require
new ways to make inexpensive Si cells, while also main-
taining high efficiencies.

To reduce the cost of Si PVs, our group has employed
two strategies. The first is to utilize significantly less raw
material, by improving the optical absorption of Si. Due
to the relatively low absorption coefficient of Si in vis-
ible wavelengths compared to direct bandgap semicon-
ductors, a thickness of several hundreds of microns is
typically required to fully absorb the solar spectrum in
single-crystalline Si PVs. One way to mitigate this re-
quirement is to increase the effective path length of light
in the material through optical scattering and light trap-
ping strategies.

Several groups have investigated the anti-reflection
properties of microwire [17], nanowire [4, 6–8] and ta-
pered nanocone [18, 19] geometries, which leads to a re-
duction in the losses at the top surface of the PV cell. In
addition to suppressing reflection, we have demonstrated
that nanowire arrays are very efficient at light trapping,
leading to an enhancement of the optical path length
compared to a planar absorber [5]. This permits the use
of significantly less material than a bulk crystalline PV
by reducing both the overall density of material in the
absorber layer, and the required thickness of the cell.

Light-trapping was investigated in top-down NW
arrays fabricated by nanosphere lithography and
anisotropic dry etching of crystalline Si substrates, as
shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). This permitted simple and
accurate control of the NW diameter and length by con-
trolling the size of the masking nanosphere and etching
time respectively. Radial p–n junctions were fabricated
by subsequent diffusion doping, and PV performance was
tested as a function of NW length. Interestingly, when
the NW length was increased from 8–20 µm, the short-
circuit photocurrent (Jsc) only increased by 2%, com-
pared to a 22% increase in planar control samples of the
same thicknesses. This suggested a strong light-trapping
effect in NW arrays, which was further investigated by
transmission measurements.

To quantify the light-trapping capability of the Si NW
arrays, free-standing Si-thin films on transparent SiO2

support layers were fabricated by back-etching silicon on
insulator (SOI) wafers, and transmission measurements
were performed through the thin membranes. These thin
Si films were subsequently patterned and etched to form
NWs, and the optical transmission was observed to de-
crease across a broad range of visible and near-IR wave-
lengths, as shown in Fig. 3(c). As the length of the NWs
increased, the transmission decreased, despite the fact
that the etching process was actually removing a sig-
nificant amount material from the absorber layer. By
comparing the Jsc of thin PV devices with different NW
lengths, an increase in the optical path length enhance-
ment was observed with increasing NW length. An in-
crease in the path length of up to 73 was observed, which
exceeds the randomized scattering (Lambertian) limit
(2n2 ∼ 25) without a back reflector [20]. This demon-
strates the ability of NW architectures to reduce the raw
material requirements to fully absorb the solar spectrum,
which could eventually lead to decreased PV manufac-
turing costs as our ability to fabricate uniform NW ar-
rays on low-cost substrates continues to improve.

Fig. 3 Optical measurements of Silicon NW arrays of various
lengths. Cross-sectional SEM image of Si NW arrays with lengths
of (a) 2 µm and (b) 5 µm. (c) Transmission spectra of planar and
NW samples. NW samples exhibit significantly decreased trans-
mission across a broad wavelength range due to increased light-
trapping in the NW arrays. Reproduced from Ref. [5], Copyright
c© 2010 American Chemical Society.

Besides reducing the volume of raw material required
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to fully absorb the solar irradiation, another strategy
to lower cost is to reduce the purity requirements of
the semiconductor material. For example, the cost of
metallurgical-grade Si is estimated to be on the order of
100 times lower than that of solar-grade Si [21]. However,
impurities in a semiconductor can lead to recombination
at defects, leading to a reduction in the minority carrier
diffusion length. This leads to an inherent mismatch be-
tween the material thickness required to fully absorb the
solar spectrum, and distance that excited carriers can
diffuse before recombining. As shown in Fig. 1, radial
p–n junctions in vertical NW arrays can mitigate this
problem, by orthogonalizing the absorption dimension
(associated with the NW length) and carrier extraction
dimension (associated with the NW diameter) [3].

To demonstrate this effect, we studied the performance
of Cu contaminated single-crystalline PVs [22]. To fabri-
cate the devices, a thin film of Cu was sputtered on the
surface of p-Si wafers, and a high-temperature anneal
was performed to diffuse the Cu into the Si substrate.
This was followed by a wet etch to remove the Cu residue
remaining on the wafer surface. The Cu concentration in
the wafer was measured by Secondary Ion Mass Spec-
trometry, and a concentration of up to 1020 cm−3 was ob-
served near the surface, which plateaus above 1017 cm−3

after the first micron of depth profiling. Subsequently,
nano- to micro-scale holes were etched to a depth of 6–10
µm into the wafer by deep reactive ion etching (DRIE).
Radial p–n junctions were formed by spin-coating and
diffusion annealing a phosphorous dopant, and finally,
metal top contacts were deposited.

The PV performance of these Cu-contaminated mate-
rials was tested by fabricating planar devices, which were
compared to Si devices without the impurities. A signif-
icant decrease in efficiency was observed in the “dirty”
cells, due to the presence of the impurities. However,
when the patterned radial p–n junction structure was
fabricated in the contaminated cells, an improvement in
the device efficiency was observed, with the greatest im-
provement measured for devices with a 4 µm pitch be-
tween the holes. The improvement in efficiency was due
to a larger short-circuit current in the radial devices,
which was attributed to improved collection efficiency
of minority carriers in the contaminated cells due to a
shorter diffusion length. For larger pitches, a smaller im-
provement in efficiency was observed. When the pitch
was reduced to 500 nm, a dramatic reduction in efficiency
was observed, to levels below the planar devices.

The dependence of efficiency on the periodicity of a ra-
dial p–n junction array can be understood by considering
the competition between improvements due to a shorter
minority carrier diffusion length, and the ability to fully
deplete the semiconductor to form a p–n junction. As

the pitch is decreased to values approaching LD, the
collection efficiency increases due to less recombination
from carriers that cannot effectively diffuse to the junc-
tion. Once the pitch is equal to or less than LD, a point
of “diminishing returns” occurs, where the volume over
which carriers are effectively collected begins to overlap,
no longer providing an improvement in short-circuit cur-
rent. At this point, efficiency is likely to decrease, due to
an increase in surface recombination from a larger junc-
tion area. Eventually, when the pitch decreases below
the depletion width of the p–n junction, an overlap in
depletion regions occurs and the core-region is unable to
achieve a fully depleted diode, reducing the maximum
available Voc and efficiency.

These examples demonstrate several of the benefits
of NW PVs, including improved optical properties and
reduced material volume and purity requirements. Ad-
ditionally, several challenges associated with balancing
efficient charge extraction, while minimizing surface re-
combination, have been identified. Further optimization
of NW PV structures will require a fundamental and
quantitative understanding of the effects of geometric
and material properties, and an improved control of the
interfaces. Accordingly, we have focused significant ef-
forts on studying single-NW PV devices, which allow for
a careful study of the impact of these variables at the
nanoscale, while removing variables associated with nat-
urally occurring variations in large ensembles of NWs in
an array and parasitic losses such as shunting pathways
resulting from macroscopic processing.

2.3 Single-nanowire PVs

Single-NW PV devices allow for an improved quantita-
tive analysis of performance by reducing variations as-
sociated feature size, interfacial quality, and other non-
uniformities in large-scale arrays [23–25]. For example, in
polymer-inorganic hybrid PVs, an improved understand-
ing of the interfacial properties is crucial to increase de-
vice efficiencies [26], but can be difficult to analyze in
large-scale devices due to localized variations in material
properties and interface quality. To address this issue,
we fabricated individual NW inorganic-organic hybrid
PV devices consisting of a single-crystalline ZnO NW
core and an organic shell of end-functionalized oligo- and
polythiophenes, which were grafted onto the NW surface
using solution processing techniques to form a radial p-
n junction [27]. Individual NWs were characterized by
TEM, showing a core-shell structure, allowing for a vi-
sualization of the morphology of the inorganic-organic in-
terface. Planar single-NW devices were fabricated on an
insulating substrate, and individual contacts were made
to the core and shell regions. The J–V characteristics
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showed higher Voc values than array devices, suggest-
ing that the quality of the grafted interface is higher
than that formed by solution processing. On the other
hand, the devices had lower Jsc values than theoretically
predicted, illustrating the limitations of absorption and
charge separation in these organic absorber materials.
Despite the relatively low overall efficiencies of these de-
vices, the single-NW PV platform proved to be an effec-
tive platform to study the various factors affecting device
performance in macroscopic cells.

While NW-based devices have demonstrated various
optical and charge separation benefits, they are still typ-
ically less efficient than planar devices of the same ma-
terial system [24, 25, 28]. This is typically related to
a lower Voc and fill factor in the NW devices due to in-
creased interfacial recombination from the large junction
surface area. This is particularly evident in the inorganic-
polymer hybrid devices. To address this issue, we devel-
oped a simple method to produce high-quality epitaxial
interfaces in radial p-n junctions by using mild solution
processing [29]. A cation exchange reaction was used to
form epitaxial CdS/Cu2S core-shell NWs, which exhib-
ited Voc and fill factors of 0.6 V and 80% in a single NW
device (Fig. 4). These values are larger than equivalent
planar devices, with a lower drop in Voc in the NW de-
vices with reduced light intensity. This is attributed to
the high-quality interface in this single-crystalline core-
shell structure, leading to improved collection efficiency.
An overall efficiency of 5.6% was measured, which was
limited only by a lower Jsc than the theoretical max-
imum, due to insufficient absorption of visible wave-
lengths in the thin Cu2S shell. This suggests that increas-

ing the shell thickness, while maintaining the benefits of
the high-quality interface would lead to even higher effi-
ciencies.

An additional benefit of fabricating horizontal devices
is the ability to study the uniformity of charge collection
as a function of position in and individual NW. To ac-
complish this, scanning photocurrent mapping (SPCM)
was performed, demonstrating that the core-shell region
was active for charge separation, with a sharp drop-off at
the edge of this region. This illustrates the importance of
a radial p-n junction in this system, which benefits collec-
tion of charge from the CdS material which suffers from
a low minority carrier diffusion length (<1 µm). Further-
more, multiple devices could be fabricated from a single
NW, allowing for series and parallel configurations which
are current or voltage matched due to the use of the same
NW. This demonstration of an improved performance in
a NW PV device compared to planar equivalents using
simple, and potentially low-cost processing, is an impor-
tant indication of the potential benefits of core-shell NWs
in solar cells.

Beyond studying the importance of the radial p-n in-
terface quality on device performance, single-NW devices
can be used to quantify the optical benefits associated
with subwavelength interactions between light and the
nanostructure. For example, individual NWs have been
shown to support leaky-mode resonances, which can
enhance light absorption at resonant wavelengths [30,
31]. Additionally, metal nanoparticles are being actively
studied as a way to enhance absorption in PV materials
through plasmonic manipulation of light [32–34]. Both
of these phenomena involve interaction of light with

Fig. 4 Core-shell CdS/Cu2S single-NW PVs. (a) Schematic of the fabrication process. A core-shell structure is formed by solution-
based cation exchange of the CdS NW in a solution containing Cu ions. to form a Cu2S shell. (b) SEM image of a single-NW PV
device. (c) I–V curve of a single-NW PV device under 1 sun (AM 1.5 G) irradiation. (d) Variation of Isc and Voc on light-intensity
(e) Wavelength-dependence of photocurrent compared with simulated absorption. Reproduced from Ref. [29], Copyright c© 2011
Nature Publishing Group.
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subwavelength features, which could potentially increase
the performance of PV devices.

To study these effects, we fabricated a single-NW Si
PV device decorated with an octahedral silver nanocrys-
tal [35]. Si NWs were grown in a bridging configura-
tion between two electrodes, using VLS growth in a
CVD reaction. Radial p-n junctions were fabricated us-
ing a series of lithography and masking steps followed
by vapor-phase doping. To study the absorption proper-
ties of these NWs, wavelength-dependent photocurrent
measurements were taken on the devices. These measure-
ments show that the NW devices exhibit peaks in pho-
tocurrent associated with optical resonances of the wire,
which were in agreement with numerical simulations of
the absorption using a three-dimensional finite-difference
time domain (FDTD) method.

When a single silver nanocrystal was deposited onto
a single-NW PV device, changes in the wavelength-
dependent photocurrent were observed. The experi-
mental results showed an increase in photocurrent at
wavelengths associated with plasmon resonances in the
nanoparticle, and a decrease at wavelengths associated
with the optical resonances of the NW (Fig. 5). These
effects are in agreement with FDTD simulations of the
NW-nanocrystal system, which predict a perturbation
of the NW resonances by the nanoparticle. This study
demonstrates the power of single-NW PV devices to
quantitatively study the optical properties of nanostruc-
tured geometries, providing insight into the design of fu-

ture devices which could benefit from enhanced absorp-
tion from these subwavelength effects.

Our research in NW PV devices has demonstrated
many benefits of these structures associated with im-
proved light absorption and charge separation in radial
p-n junctions. The importance of a high-quality inter-
face has been demonstrated, and a quantitative analy-
sis of individual interfaces has been achieved by use of
single-NW devices. The importance of balancing these
benefits with potential disadvantages associated with in-
creased surface/interface recombination remains a criti-
cal engineering challenge, which requires further insights
into the effects of geometric and material variables on de-
vice performance. Nevertheless, significant progress has
been made towards the development of efficient NW PVs,
which could dramatically reduce the cost of PV technol-
ogy by decreasing material loading and purity require-
ments, while maintaining high efficiencies. In the next
section, we will discuss how many of these same bene-
fits can be utilized to design photoelectrochemical (PEC)
cells, which store solar energy in the form of chemical
bonds, which can later be utilized as a renewable fuel
source.

3 Nanowires for photoelectrochemical energy
conversion

Due to the intermittency of the solar resource, energy
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storage is a critical component to a renewable and sus-
tainable energy future based on using sunlight as an en-
ergy source. Furthermore, a large component of our over-
all energy use is in the form of transportation fuels, which
require a means to store the diffuse solar resource in a
more concentrated resource. To address these issues, we
have been investigating the direct conversion of solar en-
ergy into chemical fuels, through a process known as arti-
ficial photosynthesis [36–38]. In this process, we attempt
to mimic what nature does every day in photosynthesis
by storing the solar energy resource in the form of chem-
ical bonds. The inputs to this process include sunlight,
CO2 and water, and the outputs could be in the form
of gaseous or liquid fuels such as hydrogen, methanol,
or longer-chain hydrocarbons. Besides storing solar en-
ergy for later use, this process attempts to close the cycle
of CO2 emissions associated with combustion reactions,
resulting in a truly carbon-neutral process.

The implementation of artificial photosynthesis entails
several strict requirements. In addition to the absorption
and charge separation requirements of PVs, we must uti-
lize excited charge carriers to drive electrochemical reac-
tions in an efficient manner. This is typically done by
forming a semiconductor-electrolyte interface, which al-
lows for charge transfer reactions to occur driving the
redox reactions in solution [39]. However, the kinetics of
these reactions must occur at a high enough rate to ex-
tract the excited carriers before recombination occurs,
which often time requires the inclusion of a co-catalyst
material at the interface and loss of energy to electro-
chemical overpotentials. Furthermore, competing reac-
tions such as corrosion or redox chemistry involving the
semiconductor material can detrimentally affect the per-
formance and lifetime of the devices. Therefore, we must
seek robust and stable materials which can withstand the
harsh conditions of PEC reactions in both a reducing and
oxidizing environment.

While some semiconductor materials such as TiO2 for
solar water splitting have been shown to address many
of these challenges [40], high efficiencies for single mate-
rials have been limited by insufficient absorption of the
visible spectrum from high-bandgap metal oxide mate-
rials. To address this problem, researchers have shifted
their focus to a PEC diode structure based on a coupled
photocathode and anode material [41–43]. By splitting
the overall reaction into two half-reactions at different
interfaces,one can absorb a larger portion of the solar
spectrum by a two-photon absorption process, which is
similar to natural photosynthesis.

Semiconductor NWs possess several advantages for the
implementation of artificial photosynthesis schemes [38].
Many of the favorable optical and electronic properties
discussed in the NW PV section apply to photoelectrode

materials, including improved light absorption, a mini-
mized minority carrier diffusion length, and high-quality
single crystalline materials. Additionally, the large sur-
face areas associated with NW arrays can reduce activa-
tion overpotentials, by reducing the kinetic losses com-
pared to planar devices. Therefore, we have focused our
efforts on developing individual photocathode and anode
materials, as well as developing strategies for integrating
these materials into a dual-bandgap device capable of
performing artificial photosynthesis. In the following sec-
tions, we will highlight recent examples of work on these
individual components, and progress towards a fully in-
tegrated dual-electrode device.

3.1 NW photocathode materials

The photocathode is the location of the reduction half-
reaction, where the fuel source is generated. The sim-
plest photocathode reaction is the reduction of protons
in water to produce hydrogen. This reaction involves the
transfer of two electrons from the semiconductor to the
electrolyte, producing one hydrogen molecule. Several
candidate materials which have conduction band edges
higher in energy than the H+/H redox potential with
suitable bandgaps for visible light absorption have been
identified. Our research has focused on p-Si and p-GaP
due to their favorable bandgaps and sufficient photovolt-
ages to contribute substantially to the 1.23 V required
for overall water splitting in a dual-bandgap device.

Silicon is a popular photocathode material due to its
elemental abundance, favorable band alignment for the
hydrogen evolution reaction, and the vast amount of
knowledge in Si processing for PV materials [44, 45]. We
have developed several methods for fabricating Si NW ar-
rays, as highlighted in the NW PV section, based on both
bottom-up and top-town processing. Due to relatively
sluggish kinetics of hydrogen evolution, a co-catalyst is
typically added to decrease the activation overpotential,
which is typically Pt [39, 46] or MoSx [47, 48]. These Si
photocathodes have shown the ability to produce high
photocurrent densities of over 20 mA/cm2, which are re-
quired to achieve high conversion efficiencies in tandem
devices. Our research is currently focused on reducing the
cost of these materials through similar strategies as the
Si NW PV array devices, by reducing material volume
and purity requirements. Additionally, we are seeking to
reduce the cost associated with the catalyst by searching
for earth-abundant materials and seeking to reduce the
Pt loading requirements by nanostructuring.

An alternate photocathode material of interest is GaP
[41, 49], due to a conduction band edge of ∼1 V more
negative than both the water reduction and CO2 re-
duction potentials and relatively small bandgap (2.23
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eV at 300 K). However, the majority of the GaP NW
growth techniques reported have used high-temperature
vapor phase approaches, which could add significantly to
manufacturing costs of large-scale systems. Therefore, we
developed a low-temperature solution-liquid-solid (SLS)
growth process, which is capable of generating large scale
quantities of NW product [50]. A key aspect of this
process is that unlike previous SLS NW growth pro-
cesses, the GaP NWs can be grown without the presence
of surfactant molecules on the surfaces (Fig. 6). These
surface species can hinder charge transfer reactions at
the semiconductor-electrolyte interface, and are there-
fore not desirable for artificial photosynthesis.

The SLS process is similar to VLS NW growth, in
which a metal catalyst particle becomes supersaturated
with a reactant element, and a single-crystalline NW is
precipitated which grows in a 1D manner. However, in
this case, the reaction occurs in solution, allowing for
a highly scalable reaction, which is not dependent on
substrate surface area. Our GaP synthesis consists of in-
jection of Ga and P precursors in a 1:1 molar ratio into
a hot squalane solvent. The Ga precursor thermally de-
composes to form nanoscale Ga metal droplets, which
subsequently act as catalysts to promote the growth of
GaP NWs. The resulting product consisted of GaP NWs
with lengths of 1–2 µm, and diameters of ∼30 nm. Fi-
nally, the wires were cleaned and the Ga nanoparticles
were selectively etched in an HCl solution, leaving the
wires undamaged. A structural analysis by HRTEM and
XRD confirmed that the wires were single-crystalline
GaP, with visible light absorption measured by uv-vis
spectrometry.

The PEC performance of the wires was measured by
drop-casting a suspension of the wires in acetone onto
a metal-coated glass substrate, followed by an inert gas

anneal to make ohmic contact. The wires exhibited a
positive increase in Voc of ∼0.15 V under AM 1.5 1 sun
illumination, indicating photocathodic behavior despite
the fact that the wires were not intentionally doped. The
ability to generate H2 gas under visible-light illumination
in neutral pH was measured using gas chromatography
(GC) using methanol as a hole scavenger, and the H2

evolution rate was increased by ∼1 order of magnitude
when small Pt catalysts were loaded on the NW surface.
Additionally, the stability of the wires under illumination
in solution was confirmed by HRTEM images before and
after a 18 h GC measurement, showing no noticeable
difference in the NW surfaces.

In addition, we have developed a way to intentionally
dope these wires with Zn by inserting diethylzinc (DEZ)
into the reaction solution [51]. The Zn concentration in
the wires could be controlled by varying the amount of
DEZ injected into the solution. The p-type behavior of
these wires was confirmed by single-NW field effect tran-
sistor (FET) measurements. The Zn-doping resulted in
an increase in open-circuit photovoltage (up to 280 mV),
and Mott–Shottky measurements gave a flatband poten-
tial of 0.52 V vs. RHE. An increase in carrier concentra-
tion due to the dopants results in an improved photovolt-
age and photocurrent compared to undoped wires, which
is attributed to a reduced depletion region width to be-
low the NW radius, preventing complete depletion of the
NW. This is a central issue to both NW PV and PEC
devices, indicating the importance of doping control in
nanostructures.

An optimal doping concentration of 0.6%–1% Zn was
found, leading to a photocurrent which is ∼80% that
of planar GaP. Despite this lower value, the absorbed
photocurrent efficiency (APCE) of the NW sample was
consistently higher across visible wavelengths than the

Fig. 6 Large-scale, solution synthesis of semiconductor nanowires. (a) As-synthesized GaP nanowires in 1 L of hexadecane. (b)
A GaP nanowire membrane fabricated by filtration of water-dispersed GaP nanowires through a filter paper (white). After drying,
the nanowire membrane became free-standing. (c) Transmission electron microscopy image of the GaP nanowires. Reproduced
from Ref. [50], Copyright c© 2011 American Chemical Society.
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planar sample, showing improved charge separation effi-
ciency. Furthermore, the APCE was shown to increase
with decreasing loading of the NWs suggesting that
charge transport across the NW/NW contacts limits the
overall performance. Thus, with improved contact be-
tween the wires, the photocurrent could potentially be
improved further. This study demonstrated the advan-
tages of the NW geometry for PEC performance in GaP,
by achieving comparable results while utilizing 1/3000
of the quantity of GaP in a planar wafer, with a higher
APCE over the visible spectrum.

3.2 NW photoanode materials

The photoanode presents a more challenging set of re-
quirements, due the photoanodic corrosion under of
many semiconductor materials with appropriate band
edges for the water oxidation reaction [39]. Therefore,
metal oxide materials have been widely studied due to
their stability under photoanodic conditions. However,
due to the relatively low valence band edges of metal ox-
ides compared to the water oxidation potential (+1.23 V
vs. NHE), a significant loss in energy results due to the
valence band offset. Furthermore, many metal oxide ma-
terials have large bandgaps, which limit the absorption of
visible light, and therefore the overall photocurrent. Thus
the search for an efficient photoanode material typically
involves three approaches: increasing the visible light ab-
sorption of wide-gap metal oxides, thin surface coatings
of unstable materials to improve stability against corro-
sion, and searching for new stable materials which absorb
a greater portion of the visible spectrum.

Since the demonstration of water splitting using TiO2

by Fujishima and Honda in 1972 [40], TiO2 has been
widely studied as a photoanode material due to its rel-
ative stability and low cost. However, due to the high
bandgap of rutile TiO2, as well as a low electron mobility
and minority carrier diffusion length, the resulting pho-
tocurrents are too low for efficient implementation into
a dual-bandgap tandem PEC device. NWs have the po-
tential to improve the quantum efficiency of TiO2 in the
UV, by decoupling the absorption and diffusion lengths,
as shown in Fig. 1. However, an increase in length also
has certain disadvantages, such as increased surface re-
combination and difficulty in electron extraction due to
a poor electron mobility.

To improve our understanding of these effects, we per-
formed a study on rutile TiO2 NW arrays to quantify the
dependence of PEC performance on NW length and sur-
face coatings [52]. Rutile TiO2 NW arrays were grown
on FTO substrates by a hydrothermal method, which
allowed for control of NW length by varying the growth
time. PEC measurements were performed on 4 differ-

ent lengths of NW arrays, and an increase in the an-
odic photocurrent with increasing NW length from 0.28
to 1.28 µm was observed, which appeared to approach
a saturation current. Furthermore, the IPCE spectra
showed a red shift in the maximum EQE with increas-
ing NW length. This suggests that carrier extraction
can limit performance in longer wires for shorter wave-
lengths, which are absorbed near the top of the wires.

To further improve the energy conversion efficiency
of TiO2 NWs, a thin surface coating of TiO2 was de-
posited on the NW arrays by ALD. This strategy has
been used to improve charge collection efficiency by re-
ducing surface states [53]. The ALD films were grown
at 300◦C using TiCl4 and water as precursors. HRTEM
and XRD analysis showed a variation in the phase of the
ALD TiO2 material from partially amorphous, to rutile,
to anatase with increasing shell thickness. Interestingly,
the rutile phase formed epitaxially on the NW core, as
confirmed by HRTEM. The PEC performance of these
coatings demonstrated a decrease in anodic photocurrent
for the amorphous and anatase coatings, and an increase
with the rutile coating. The increase in photocurrent for
the rutile coating was attributed to a combination of in-
creased surface passivation, increased surface area due to
the polycrystalline shell, and an improvement of charge
collection efficiency, as shown by an increase in the IPCE
for shorter wavelengths.

Despite these improvements in TiO2 NWs, the overall
energy conversion efficiency of TiO2 is limited by low ab-
sorption due to a high bandgap. Therefore, many groups
are studying the ability to use TiO2 or other stable ox-
ide materials as surface coatings to protect otherwise un-
stable photoanode materials with smaller bandgaps [54].
This strategy requires the use of a thin and conformal
coating layer, capable of oxidizing water at the inter-
face between the coating layer and electrolyte, while pre-
venting corrosion of the underlying light absorber under
highly oxidizing conditions in solution. To demonstrate
this effect, we deposited thin layers of TiO2 on planar
and NW Si substrates using ALD [55]. In this structure,
UV-light is absorbed in the TiO2, while visible light is
absorbed in the Si. Holes generated in the TiO2 oxidize
water, while electrons generated in TiO2 recombine with
holes generated from the Si at the Si/TiO2 interface.
For both n-type and p-type Si, an increase in the sat-
uration photocurrent of 2.5× that of planar substrates
is observed in the NW samples, which is attributed to
decreased reflectance and increased surface areas. Ad-
ditionally, n-Si/n-TiO2 samples exhibited higher photo-
voltages and photocurrents than p-Si/n-TiO2 samples,
due to favorable band-bending at the semiconductor het-
erojunction interface, which reduces losses from holes re-
combining at the heterojunction interface due to favor-
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able band bending. Thus, while the oxidation photocur-
rent still comes from absorption in the shell material, the
n-n junction can improve the short circuit current by de-
creasing recombination at the back surface of the shell,
while providing a shift in VOC towards more negative
onset potentials.

While stabilizing lower-bandgap semiconductors by
surface coating addresses the absorption and stability cri-
teria separately, the ideal photoanode should have both
of these qualities in one single material. Although several
metal oxides have demonstrated stability against pho-
toanodic corrosion, the valence band maximum is typi-
cally more than 1 eV below the redox potential for wa-
ter oxidation. Therefore, much of the energy absorbed
in oxide materials does not contribute to the useful en-
ergy extracted through water splitting. An alternate set
of compounds is the metal nitride family, which has a
higher valence band maximum due to the smaller ioniza-
tion energy of N 2p orbitals compared to O 2p orbitals.
In particular, InxGa1−xN alloys have been shown to have
a tunable bandgap from the UV to near-IR region of the
spectrum [56]. This allows for tuning of the absorption
properties to allow for a material capable of either over-
all water splitting, or acting as an efficient photoanode
material.

We have previously developed a halide chemical va-
por deposition (HCVD) technique for growing single-
phase InGaN wires width tunable stoichiometries [56].
To study the PEC properties of these wires as a photoan-
ode, InxGa1−xN (x = 0.08−0.1) were grown on planar Si
and Si NW array substrates (Fig. 7) [57]. The InGaN/Si
hierarchical arrays provided a photocurrent at an onset
voltage of 0.1 V vs. RHE, and reached a photocurrent
density of 33 µA/cm2 at 1.23 V vs. RHE. This was 5
times higher than the NW arrays grown on planar Si sub-
strates, which attributed to a higher surface area for the
electrochemical reaction and increased optical pathway
in the hierarchical arrays. Furthermore, these NWs were

stable against photoanodic corrosion or oxidation after
15h of continuous illumination in a pH=3 electrolyte at
a high light intensity (350 mW/cm2), as confirmed by
HRTEM analysis.

Despite their promising onset voltage and stability, the
photocurrent for these devices is only 1.2 % of the theo-
retical maximum based on their bandgap. This low cur-
rent was attributed to fast recombination and sluggish
charge transfer kinetics at the semiconductor interface.
Efforts to improve the material quality and addition of a
co-catalyst are potential areas of improvement for these
structures. Therefore, the search for an efficient photoan-
ode material continues, and is an important direction for
future research.

3.3 Integrated dual-bandgap NW PEC systems

The final goal of the dual-bandgap PEC research is to
generate a system capable of performing water splitting
and artificial photosynthesis using only solar energy as
an input. To achieve this goal, we need to develop archi-
tectures capable of integrating a photoanode and pho-
tocathode into a single, current matched device. To ac-
complish this difficult task, we have proposed two ap-
proaches: an asymmetric junction based on a core-shell
structure with both materials present in a single NW,
and a bilayer NW fabric.

As model system for demonstrating a two-bandgap
scheme, we have developed the ability to fabricate a
Si/TiO2 asymmetric junction onto single NWs [58]. In
this case, the Si acts as the photocathode where the re-
duction reaction occurs, and the TiO2 acts as a photoan-
ode to oxidize water. Asymmetric core-shell NW struc-
tures were fabricated by growing Si NWs via a VLS
mechanism, which were subsequently coated by TiO2

shell layers by ALD. These shells were removed from a
part of the NW by masking and selective etching of the

Fig. 7 High surface area Si/InGaN nanowire photoanodes. SEM images of hierarchical Si/InxGa1−xN nanowire arrays on
a Si (111) substrate with x = 0.08–0.1 (a). A fractured wire reveals the cross-section (b) showing that InGaN nanowires
grow vertically from the six Si wire facets. Reproduced from Ref. [57], Copyright c© 2012 American Chemical Society.
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Fig. 8 Schematic illustration (left) and a zoomed-in view (right) of a bilayer nanowire fabric-based composite membrane
for direct solar water-splitting. The top layer is a high-surface-area nanowire mesh decorated with oxidation catalysts.
This part serves as a photoanode responsible for water oxidation; the bottom layer is a high-surface-area nanowire mesh
decorated with reduction catalysts. This is the photocathode responsible for water reduction. Reproduced from Ref. [59],
Copyright c©2012 Nature Publishing Group.

TiO2, leaving an exposed Si surface.
A key necessity for the successful implementation of

a dual-bandgap PEC system is the efficient recombi-
nation of majority carriers between the two materials,
while the minority carriers drive the separate redox re-
actions at the anode and cathode. The asymmetric NW
structure allows for a study of this charge separation
phenomenon by probing a single NW. To demonstrate
this effect, asymmetric Si/TiO2 NWs were illuminated
by UV light, and the surface potential was measured as
a function of position on the NW using Kelvin probe
microscopy (KPM). This is a scanning probe technique,
in which a conductive atomic force microscope (AFM)
tip is used to measure surface potential with nm resolu-
tion. Controlled humidity was used to condense water on
the NW surface, leading to the formation of a semicon-
ductor/electrolyte interface for both materials. An in-
crease in the positive surface potential was measured in
the TiO2 region relative to the Si region upon illumina-
tion, which is attributed to a buildup of holes at the TiO2

electrolyte interface, and electrons at the Si/electrolyte
interface. This demonstrates the ability of asymmetric
structures to separate minority carriers while allowing
majority carriers to recombine at the interface.

While the asymmetric structure provides a model sys-
tem for studying a dual-bandgap system at the single
NW system, the fabrication of such structures requires
expensive processing steps, and the separation of the
product species will not be trivial. Therefore, we have be-
gun to develop bilayer NW fabrics, based on solution pro-
cessing and flexible, low-cost substrates [59]. The photo-
electrode materials will consist of NW meshes with high
surface area, using solution-processed NW materials such
as our SLS grown NWs (Fig. 8). A proton conducting ma-
terial will be placed between the electrode materials, and
matching of the current densities will be required for effi-

cient utilization of the solar resource. This will reduce the
costs associated with high-temperature or vacuum pro-
cessing, separation of product species, and the turnover
frequency requirements of co-catalysts due to the use of
high surface area electrodes. The major challenge now
is to develop efficient photoanode materials, capable of
generating sufficiently high current-densities to provide a
large current in a current-matched dual-bandgap system.

4 Conclusion

Due to an improvement in light absorption, charge sep-
aration efficiency, high surface-areas for electrochemi-
cal reactions, and the ability to fabricate high-quality
single-crystalline materials with high carrier mobility,
semiconductor NWs are an attractive building block for
solar photovoltaic and photoelectrochemical energy con-
version. We have focused on a combination of developing
large-scale NW arrays and single-NW devices to gain an
improved understanding of the fundamental properties
of these materials. In all cases, the end goal is to reduce
the cost and improve the energy conversion efficiency,
to enable large-scale adaptation of renewable energy.
Through the use of less raw material, with lower purity
and carrier lifetime requirements, combined with the
favorable optical and electrical properties of NWs, hold
great promise to enable a new generation of low-cost,
high efficiency solar energy conversion devices.
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